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FOREWORD
This document comprises the final report on Project
RAM B3 flow field prediction work accomplished between
March and August 1965 by the Space and Information
Systems Division (S&ID) of North American Aviation, Inc.
(NAA), for the NASA Langley Research Center under
Contract NASl-_743, Flow Field Prediction and Analysis
Study for Project RAM. This work was conducted by the
NAA/S&ID Flight Sciences Department under the direction
of _. F. J. Lyon, Program Manager and _._.H. G. Webb, Jr.,
Gasdynamics Supervisor, with Mr. W. H. Ball serving as the
study Project Engineer. The following individuals contri-
buted significantly to this study in the areas indicated:
Dr. S. A. Waiter, boundary layer calculations;
Mr. R. L. Norcross, boundary layer calculations, transonic
flow field calculations, and data preparation; Messrs.
S. Hersh and C. E. Hildebrand, nonequilibrium chemistry
calculations; and Mrs. M. F. DeWolf, inviscid-viscous
merger profile determination and data preparation.
I,_. W. L. Grantham was the NASA Technical Monitor
responsible for this study.
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This report presents the results of a theoretical analysis conducted to
predict the flow field properties in the shock layer surrounding the RAM B3
vehicle shape for fourteen different flight conditions. These flight condi-
tions varied along an ascent trajectory from an altitude of 12A,77> rt at a
velocity of 9,221 ft per second to an altitude of 2A7,373 ft at a velocity of
17,6A9 ft per second. A maximumvelocity of 18,15_ ft per second was achieved.
The vehicle shape is a spherically blunted, nine-degree semi-apex angle cone.
Special emphasis was attached in this study to the determination of the
flow field properties which are essential in the prediction of radio signal
attenuation effects. The properties of most significance in the definition
of these effects are the free electron concentration, concentrations of
neutral and ionic species, temperature, and pressure. The final results of
the analysis take into account the effects of finite chemical reaction rates
on local properties by means of a nonequilibrium reacting gas streamtube
analysis.
The complete inviscid and viscous regions of the flow field were computed
assuming chemical equilibrium using three digital computer programs. The
first program computed the boundary layer characteristics using locally
similar solutions coupled to the momentum integral equation. The second
program was used to compute the transonic flow field properties, utilizing a
direct method blunt body procedure. The results from this calculation
provided the starting line data for a real gas method-of-characteristics
computation of the supersonic inviscid flow field. In these calculations,
displacement thickness effects from the initial boundary layer growth calcu-
lation were included. Following the calculation of the supersonic inviscid
flow field properties, a refined boundary layer growth calculation was made
to provide improved property distribution data through the viscous region.
Nonequilibrium effects in the merged inviscid and viscous flow regions
were computed by application of a one-dimensional reacting gas program along
streamlines using appropriate matching parameters. In the inviscid flow
field the matching parameter used in the nonequilibrium analysis was pressure,
while in the viscous region three matching parameters were used: pressure,
velocity, and streamtube area.
Complete flow field properties were computed along eight streamlines for
each case, and the property distribution profiles are presented along nine
normals to the body surface spaced from the stagnation point to the aft end
of the body. The results of the analysis show significant departures from
chemical equilibrium conditions along the RAM B3 flight trajectory at both
high altitudes and low flight velocities.
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INTRODUCTION
The problem of radio-frequency attenuation caused by the interaction of
the electromagnetic wave with the plasma sheath during entry into the earth' s
atmosphere has become the subject of considerable interest in recent years.
The importance of the problem has been emphasized by the loss of communica-
tions during Mercury and Gemini flights. During these flights, the loss of
radio contact lasted for only a few minutes; but for future manned space
flights such as Apollo, the loss of communications will exist for longer
periods, during which the space vehicle could travel thousands of miles.
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) has established a
program known as RAM (Radio Attenuation Measurement) at the Langley Research
Center to study the factors which contribute to this blackout problem. As a
part of this program, reentry flight tests have been conducted to obtain
experimental data under realistic flight conditions. The RAM B3 vehicle was
used during such a flight test to obtain plasma parameter measurements for
use in evaluating theoretical methods for defining reentry plasma character-
istics.
The work documented in this report represents the results of a study in
which theoretical concepts and engineering techniques are applied to the
calculation of the flow field properties around the RAM B3 vehicle for a
series of fourteen flight conditions. These flight conditions represent a
series of points along the ascent trajectory followed by the vehicle during
the flight test. The flight velocities vary from 9,221 ft/sec to 18,15_ ft/sec
and altitude extremes from12/+,775 ft to 2/+7,373 ft. A comparison of the
theoretically predicted results documented in this report with the flight
data _ill allow an evaluation of the adequacy of the analytical methods
employed.
Special importance is attached to the determination of the distribution
of free electrons and neutral and ionic species in the flow field. The free
electron concentration is an important factor in defining the plasma frequency
at which a significant part of the wave electric energy can be transformed
into electron kinetic energy and thus alter the wave characteristics. The
concentrations of neutral and ionic species are used in the calculation of
another important plasma property, the electron collision frequency. Since
electron interactions may be binary with neutral species or ions, or with
several particles concurrently, all significant concentrations of ions and
neutral species, as well as electrons, are calculated in this study.
The following sections of this report present and describe the aerothermo-
chemical flow field methods employed in this study and the numerical results
obtained.
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DISCUSSION OF METHODS
GENERAL
The first part of the analysis concerns the chemical equilibrium flow
field surrounding the body. This includes computing the properties of the
subsonic, transonic, and supersonic flow regimes, in both inviscid and
viscous regions, which are necessary for the final computation of the non-
equilibrium flow field.
The calculation of the equilibrium flow field involves the following
series of steps. A preliminary calculation of the boundary layer displace-
ment thickness is made, based upon estimated body flow properties. The
analysis utilizes similar boundary layer solutions coupled to the momentum
integral equation. The boundary layer displacement thickness, added to the
geometrical shape of the body, gives an effective body shape which is then
used for the inviscid flow field calculations. The transonic flow field,
computed by a direct method, gives sufficient flow field detail to define a
starting characteristic, which is used as input data for the method-of-
characteristics solution of the supersonic flow field.
These calculations provide improved aerodynamic properties at the wall
of the body for use in a refined analysis of the boundary layer. The refined
boundary layer analysis provides viscous region property distribution data
which are used to determine streamline locations in the merged viscous-
inviscid region.
The nonequilibrium chemistry calculations are then performed along pre-
determined streamlines in the inviscid region, using a matching parameter
assumed to be insensitive to finite reaction rate effects. The results from
these calculations provide nonequilibrium inviscid properties which are merged
with the previously calculated equilibrium boundary layer properties to obtain
flow field property distribution profiles at various locations along the
surface. These profiles and the streamline locations are used to determine
the three matching parameters utilized in the boundary layer version of the
nonequilibrium chemistry program. Calculation of nonequilibrium chemistry
effects along streamlines in the boundary layer completes the sequence of
steps required to obtain the final data. A diagram illustrating the sequence
of steps used in the analysis is shown in Figure 1. The details of each step
of the analysis will be described in the following sections of this report.
The RAM ]33 vehicle is a spherically blunted, nine-degree semi-apex angle
cone. The geometry of the vehicle, the coordinate systems used in the analysis,
and the locations of the normals along which property distributions are
presented in later sections of this report are shown in Figure 2. The relation-
ships between the body coordinates, Z and R, the local surface inclination
angle Ow, and the distance parameter S/Sma x are shown in Figure 3.
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Figure I. Steps in Flow Field Analysis
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V
0
J
0
Z, Axial r;oordinate (ft)
Dimensionless
Axial Coordinate Axial
Normal from Sta_!ation Point Coordinate
Number X/D Z, ft
i 0.0 1.000
2 .14750 1.098
3 •32600 i.217
4 .6O00O 1.4o0
5 i.20000 i.80o
6 2.25000 2.500
7 3.40000 3.267
8 4.500oo 4.00o
9 6.1OOOo 5.O64
Note: The axial coordinate from the stagnation point, X , is
equal to (Z-l).
Figure 2. Geometry and Coordinate System for RAM B3 Vehicle
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The analysis is based on a flight attitude of zero degrees angle-of-
attack. The flight conditions used in the analysis are shown in Table l,
the plotted variation of velocity with altitude is shown in Figure A.
and
APPROXIMATE BODY PROPERTY CALCULATION
A preliminary estimate of aerodynamic properties along the body is
required to start the boundary layer calculations. Assuming thermodynamic
equilibrium, the state of the gas is defined if entropy and pressure are
known. Entropy is computed from the solution of a normal shock at free-stream
conditions, and standard aerodynamic methods are used to predict body pressure
distribution. On the spherical portion of the body, modified Newtonian-
matched Prandtl-Meyer theory is used to predict the pressure distribution.
The pressure distribution far back on the conical portion of the body is
assumed to approach the modified Newtonian cone value. Between the last
Prandtl-Meyer point and the cone pressure, the rate of pressure decay is
predicted by blast wave theory. Figure 5 illustrates the method of predict-
ing pressure distribution over the body surface.
PRELI_iINARY BOUNDARY LAYER GROWTH
The objective of the preliminary analysis is the calculation of a bound-
ary layer displacement thickness which, when added to the geometrical body,
gives an aerodynamically effective body shape which is used for inviscid flow
field calculations.
The methods used most frequently to analyze boundary layers are similarity
solutions and integral methods. The similarity method expresses the fact that
under certain conditions boundary layer profiles at all points on a body are
nondimensionally similar, and property distributions through the boundary layer
may be described in terms of a single parameter. The results of this method
have been verified experimentally (e.g., by measuring local skin friction or
heat transfer). The similarity solution gives a complete description of all
properties in the boundary layer.
Integral methods of boundary layer analysis are also used frequently in
problems involving boundary layer growth or separation. These methods utilize
the simplification in the analysis which can be made by assuming the form of
the property distribution across the boundary layer. By satisfying appropriate
boundary conditions at the wall and outer edge of the boundary layer, the
complexity of the partial differential boundary layer equations can be reduced.
By integrating the momentum equation across the boundary layer, the momentum
integral equation describes the longitudinal growth of the momentum thickness,
a gross or integrated parameter. Use of the assumed profiles with the appro-
priate boundary conditions allows the solution of a particular problem. This
solution satisfies the conservation equations on a gross or integrated basis
across the boundary layer, rather than satisfying exactly the original partial
differential equations at all points. The integral technique furnishes a
valuable tool for cases in which no exact solution is available. In the
RAM B3 analysis, some features of both the similarity and the integral
techniques were used. The profiles, rather than being assumed, are obtained
-7-
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Modified Newtonian Theory
200"
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lO0
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Figure 5. Method of Estimating Preliminary Body Pressure Distribution
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from the locally similar solution, while the boundary layer momentum thickness
growth is computed with the momentum integral equation.
The similarity solutions are used with local edge properties and their
gradients to calculate the nondimensional distribution of properties across
the boundary layer at selected points on the body. The properties are non-
dimensionalized with respect to the property values at the outer edge of the
boundary layer. The actual thickness results from the integration of the
momentum integral equation. An IBM computer program is used to perform the
calculation of the boundary layer growth over the body surface. The theore-
tical methods used in the calculation procedure are fully documented in
Reference 1.
The displacement thickness resulting from the preliminary boundary layer
growth calculation is used to define the effective body shape. From the
results of the R_J_[B3 preliminary boundary layer growth calculations, it is
concluded that the displacement thickness on the spherical portion of the body
is a negligible fraction of the nose radius. The computed displacement thick-
ness on the spherical portion of the body varies from .00017 ft to .OO1 ft for
the range of flight conditions considered but is essentially constant over the
surface for any one flight condition. Therefore, the effect of displacement
thickness on the calculation of the stagnation region inviscid flow field
properties can be neglected; and a simplified model of the displacement thick-
ness growth is used which results in negligible error in body property
distributions. A diagram illustrating the displacement thicknesss growth model
used in the study is presented in Figure 6. This model uses a negligible dis-
placement thickness correction over the forward portion of the spherical nose
up to the sonic point and a linear growth rate from that point to the rear of
the body. This model fits the actual growth of the displacement thickness at
all points with an error less than one per cent of the body radius and is
adequate for taking into consideration the small displacement effect of the
boundary layer.
BLUNT BODY FL_ FIELD
The method used in computing the transonic flow field is based on the
concept of mass flow conservation (Reference 2). This method is related to
other direct methods in the sense that the free-stream conditions and body
shape are known; and the flow field, shock wave shape, and location are
obtained as a solution. The three equations of conservation are solved as a
function of the streamtube cross section; and, as a result, the streamlines
are direct solutions of the problem. A high level of accuracy is required
in the input data, as in most other methods of solving the transonic flow field,
to avoid instabilities in the numerical solution. The method requires, in
addition to the flight conditions and the body shape, a preliminary estimate
of the body pressure and shock shape. This method is iterative, so the better
these initial approximations, the fewer the iterations required.
The solution near the stagnation point cannot be determined accurately
by this calculation method, since the calculated pressure gradient depends on
the streamline curvature and becomes unusable near the stagnation point where
the flow radius of curvature becomes infinite. The method used to obtain the
stagnation line flow properties is discussed in the section on Matching
Parameters.
- ll -
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Theoretical Development
The equations of conservation, when applied to the flow field shown in
Figure 7, are used in the following forms:
Continuity Equation
The usual form of the equation of continuity
is expressed along a streamtube and gives, for the 2-Dimensional case,
and, for the _xisyn_netrical case,
(2)
(3)
r I
r2
n
- tl
r3
SHGCK
/ STltEAMLINE
,v 4
REFERENCE AXIS
Figure 7. Definition of Transonic Flow Field Geometry
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Momentum Equation
The equation of momentum
= / jT;d pf
is applied along a normal to the streamlines as
;TY 
_.Z',,T
Energy Equation
Along a streamline, the energy equation is simply written
(5)
(6)
and, as a consequence,
z (7)
It can be seen that the three conservation equations now have assumed a very
simple form under these conditions.
The general procedure for the calculation proceeds step by step, starting
from the body where geometric and aerodynamic parameters are known or estimated
with the highest accuracy available. From this starting condition, other
streamlines are constructed. The Hugoniot relationships are used across the
assumed shock shape for a set of ordinates rn , and the value of entropy S
for cach chosen streamline is computed. The conservation equations of mass
and momentum are solved for S = constant to compute the streamline network.
The details of the process are as follows:
ao Let MZ,0 be a point on the body, as sho_n in Figure S,
where entropy and radius of curvature are kno_¢n, from
Hugoniot relationships and exact body coordinates. With
the hypothesis of thermodynamic equilibrium, the other
aerodynamic characteristics, such as _ and q , are
defined by available data on thermodynamic properties of
air and the energy equation. The term _IP/_n of the
momentum equation (5) then can be computed along the body.
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r3
o
Figure 8. Streamline Pattern
b. The continuity equations (2) or (3) are used now to compute
A n at each point of the second streamline. From Figure 7
it can be seen that, for the case of an axisymmetrical body,
r3 = r& + An cos @w •
Two versions of the computer program have been developed to
compute the aerodynamic characteristics on the second stream-
line, S1 • The first version, which was used for the RAM
Phase II calculations (Reference 3 ) assumes as a first step
that the _I,1 and ql_l on the second streamline are the
same as those on the body at the I point. From Equations (2)
and (3), An can then be calculated; and its introduction
in the momentum equation gives Pl • Pressure and entropy
define a new state; and, with the assumption of thermodynamic
equilibrium, the other parameters required-- _I,1 and qI,1
for instance--are obtained easily. The second version uses
mean values of the aerodynamic characteristics on the upper
and lower streamlines _I,1 , _I,1 , _I 1 to refine the
first approximation of An • This refine_ value of _n
is then introduced in the momentum equation, from which a
new Pl is computed; and, associated with the still-
unchanged entropy SI , the final values of _I,i , ql,l ,
hi,1 , and TI,1 are obtained.
- 15 -
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This second method is very accurate; and because of the
simplicity of the R32_ B3 configuration, it was selected
for use in the present computations.
c. The determination of subsequent streamlines follows the
procedures outlined above where properties on the lower
streamline resulted from the integration across the
previous streamtube.
d. A new shock shape is defined, when the complete flow field
has been computed, by intersections of the streamlines
calculated through the conservation equation with their
homologues in front of the shock. This case occurs when
yj = rj , as shown in Figure 9.
e. The Hugoniot relationships are used to compute the pressure
across the n_¢ly obtained shock wave and to compare it vith
the pressure on the streamline at the same ordinate. If
satisfactory agreement is obtained, iterations to the shock
shape and body pressure distribution are not required.
Since the RAM B3 configuration is composed of a spherically
blunted cone, adequate data were obtained from Reference h
to predict the initial shock shape and body pressure distri-
butionwithin the accuracy required to eliminate the necessity
for iterations.
ASSUMED SHOCK
SHOCK
Sn
S -1
n
Sj
rj
SI BODY SURFACE
Figure 9. Shock Shape Calculation
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A subsonic-transonic IBM 7090/7094 computer program is used to determine
the transonic flow field properties and locate the shock relative to the
RAI_B3 body shape. The program uses the basic approach outlined in the last
section, starting at the body and working outward from one streamline to the
next along normals. A detailed description of the program is contained in
Reference 2. A typical CRT output showing streamline and shock locations in
the transonic flow field computed by the program is shown in Figure 10. A
typical CRT output showing the computed starting line properties required as
input to the method of characteristics program is presented in Figure ll.
SUPERSONIC INVISCID FLOW FIELD
The equilibrium, supersonic inviscid flow field computations were accom-
plished by means of a digital computer program utilizing the well-known method
of characteristics. This method entails solving a system of first-order,
hyperbolic partial differential flow equations using the simplifications made
possible by recognition and use of characteristic equations. Once the
characteristic equations are available, finite difference techniques can be
applied; and the flow field problem is easily adapted to solution by means of
high-speed computers. Such a program was used to determine the supersonic
flow fields for the RAJ.IB3 cases.
The basic theoretical development for the method of characteristics is
found in most elementary texts on gasdynamics, such as Reference 5. After
transforming the three basic flow conservation relationships (mass, momentum,
and energy) from intrinsic coordinate form into ordinary differential equations
along characteristic lines, the following equation is obtained:
(s)
The positive sign applies to a left-running characteristic line and the nega-
tive sign to a right-running characteristic line. Since the characteristics
are _ch lines, their directions with respect to the streamline are given by
the _ch angle. In Equation (8), the symbol "j', is used to adapt the
expression to either two-dimensional (j = O) or axisymmetric (j = l) flow.
In addition to the characteristic relationships along Mach lines, there is
another characteristic relationship defined along the streamline itself.
This is the streamline energy relationship. Assuming the flow to be inviscid
and adiabatic, this energy relationship implies a constant entropy along
streamlines. These flow conditions also make available the relationship
between the flow velocity and thermodynamic state of the gas given by
Ho = _ -/- _ _rz = C ON 5 7;4 ..V7 (9)
- 17 -
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Figure 10. Typical CRT Output of the Transonic Flow Field (Case 5)
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Specification of the thermodynamic state of the gas is required to obtain
a characteristic solution, in addition to the flow property relationships
discussed in the previous section. These thermodyns_mic properties are repre-
sented by equations taken from Reference 6, empirically fitted to the
thermodynaric data, and are discussed in greater detail in the section on
Thermodynamic Properties and Chemical Kinetics.
The characteristics computer program, described in Reference 7, is
designed to solve the supersonic flow field over convex, two-dimensional or
ax_isymmetric body shapes in a real gas, chemical equilibrium air media. Since
the speed of sound is needed to compute _ch number, it is convenient to
introduce the effective specific heat-ratio data into the program. These data,
obtained from Reference 8, are entered in tabulated form as functions of
temperature and pressure.
Starting line properties, as stated earlier, are obtained from a direct
method transonic solution. Typical distributions of properties along the
starting line are shown in Figure 12. The body shape downstream of the sonic
point is altered to include a preliminary estimate of the boundary layer dis-
placement thickness. This alteration to the basic body shape defines the body
coordinates supplied as input to the characteristic program. The streamline
pattern determined by the transonic solution is continued downstream by the
characteristics program. In addition to supplying the streamline pattern,
the characteristic program determines the shock shape and the flow properties
throughout the flow field. These flow properties on the body are used to
refine the preliminary boundary layer calculations, as will be described in
the next section. The method-of-characteristics solution produces complete
flow field details downstream of the starting line, both on a characteristic
network and along streamlines. A typical example of the characteristic
network and streamlines obtained from this program is shown in Figure 13.
REFINED BOUNDARY LAYER GROWTH
Following the computation of the supersonic inviscid flow field properties,
a second computation of the boundary layer growth is made, using the edge
properties from the method-of-characteristics calculations as input data to
the boundary layer program. This computation provides the property distri-
bution data through the boundary layer which are used later in me_'ging the
viscous and inviscid flow fields. Examples of the edge properties resulting
from the method of characteristics and transonic solutions are shown in
Figures 14 and 15. The boundary layer growth resulting from the calculations
is shown in Figure 16. The boundary layer thicknesses resulting from the
refined calculations were only slightly greater than those from the preliminary
calculations, the difference being too small to warrant further iterations on
either boundary layer or inviscid flow field calculations.
STREAMLINE DEFINITION
This section describes the methods used to define the streamlines required
for the one-dimensional nonequilibrium chemistry analysis.
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in the inviscld fiuw i:Leia (i.e., outside the boundary layer height where
U/Ue = 0.99), the strem,tlines resulting from the blunt body and characteris-
tics solutions are available. The streamline pattern used to compute non-
equilibrium effects was assumed to be adequately represented by the equilibrium
flow streamline pattern. It is necessary only to relocate the streamlines
that enter the bo_mda_, layer by satisfying mass flow conservation, and to
find new i_termediate boundary layer streamlines to provide closer spacing in
regions of high property gradients.
The distrib'_tlon of the product #q is plotted versus r2 for each normal
location. The _q prc:',uctobtained froz the final equilibrium boundary layer
results is faired into the inviscid flow field values near the outer edge of
the boundary layez. _ass flow passing through the annulus between a body point
and a point on the '._ormalerected at the body point (Figure 17) is found by
solving the eq_ation
f
J
Since the boundary layer streamlines are close to the body, it is assumed that
the local streamline inclination angle (@) is equal to the local body surface
inclination angle (Sw) on the same normal.
'2
STREAMLINE
f rl"
r!
Figure 17.
r
Streamline Location in Boundary Layer
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The normal distance to each streamline is found by satisfying mass flow
conservation between the surface and the streamline. The amount of mass flow
contained within the annulus between the streamline and the body surface is
determined by computing the mass flc_ entering the bow shock at the point
where the streamline crosses the shock.
DETER/_[INATION OF I,L_TCHINGPARA/_TERS
The use of pressure as an invariant matching parameter in inviscid
analyses of nonequilibrium flow fields is an accepted approach (References 9
and lO). The streamline geometry and shock location are also assumed to be
identical to the equilibrium flow field results. The matching parameter was
changed on the stagnation streamline from pressure to velocity for reasons
discussed in the following paragraph.
The transonic flow field calculation program provides no information on
the flow field properties along the stagnation streamline because of the
limitations of the calculation tec_ique employed, which is based on the
Gravalos method (Reference ll). Therefore, engineering estimates of the flow
field properties were made after reviewing the behavior of typical stagnation
streamline property distributions computed with an inverse method blunt body
program (Reference 4 ). In the transonic and supersonic inviscid regions,
the matching parameter used in the nonequilibrium chemistry analysis is pressure.
On the stagnation streamline, however, pressure is nearly constant from the
shock to the body surface; and when it is used as a matching parameter in the
nonequilibrium chemical analysis, a small error in the pressure distribution
near the stagnation point results in the computed velocity becoming zero at
a point in the flow field ahead of the stagnation point, making it impossible
to obtain a valid solution without extensive iterations on the pressure
distribution. On the other hand, the data obtained using the program described
in Reference 4 indicates that the velocity distribution along the stagnation
streamline can be easily and accurately approximated with a linear distribution
with negligible error in the computed pressure distribution. The linear
velocity distribution is used in the present analysis to obtain a predicted
velocity for use as a matching parameter. Figure 18 shows typical non-
dimensionalized pressure and velocity distributions along the stagnation
streamline of a sphere. Figure 19 shows a comparison of the results from
using the pressure and velocity matched versions of the nonequilibrium program.
The pressure distribution obtained from the equilibrium flow computation
is shown for typical streamlines in the flow field from Case l_ in Figure 20.
Oblique shock calculations were performed for all cases, to find flow proper-
ties i_mediately behind the shock wave, assuming no change from the equilibrium
solution in the shock wave angle. Thermodynamic properties required for these
calculations were obtained from Reference 12, and assume equilibrium thermo-
dynamics with fully excited translation, rotation, vibration, and electronic
states. The chemical composition of the air was assumed constant at free-
stream values (i.e., frozen chemical composition). Typical results of this
calculation are shown in Figure 21. The pressure obtained from these plots
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is used as an initial condition for the pressure behind the shock on the
streamlines. A fairing to the equilibrium pressure distribution curve is
selected to account for the chemical relaxation distance expected, although
the percentage change in pressure is relatively small. Other values of
initial conditions for the nonequilibrium streamtube analysis also are
obtained from the results of these computations.
It is appropriate to discuss at this point how the values of the matching
parameters in the boundarj layer are found. Pressures are obtained directly
from the inviscid flow field results. The one-dimensional energy and momentum
equations used in the pressure-matching version of the nonequilibrium reacting
gas computer progrmiL are valid only in inviscid flow, since viscous stresses
and heat conduction invalidate such an approach in the boundary laye_and
necessitate replacing the energy and momentum equations by known distributions
of two additional matching parameters (velocity and streamtube area). The
boundary layer nonequilibrium analysis thus is reduced to the calculation of
chemical reaction_; :_Io_ _trea_!ines, while satisfying continuity and the
equation of state. It is necessary to plot nonequilibrium property distri-
bution along norwalk, uzing the inviscid nonequilibriumresults, to find the
two reraaining matching parameters--velocity and streamtube area. The #q
product is necessaD_ since the matching parameter streamtube area is found
from the definition
(II)
A typical plot of these property distributions is shown in Figure 22.
The equilibrium boundary layer distribution of these properties is used as a
guide in judiciously fairing the nonequilibrium q and /q curves to the
wall. The final faired curves are then used to define values of the matching
parameters q and 1/p q on the previously located boundary layer stream-
lines. The final distributions of q and 1/_q along several streamlines
for Case ]J+ are shown in Figures 23 and 24. Asmooth variation or merger of
properties at the outer edge of the boundary layer is achieved for the non-
equilibrium results by the fairing procedure. This procedure is consistent
with the equilibrium boundary layer analysis in regions of near equilibrium
flow, and a reasonable boundary layer distribution is obtained in nonequili-
brium or frozen regions.
NONEQUILIBRIUM ANALYS IS
The analysis of flow fields with nonequilibrium chemistry involves cou-
pling chemical rate equations for the formation and destruction of chemical
species with the fluid dynamic equations describing the fl_dng media. The
media in this analysis is air, and the fluid dynamic equations are the
conservation equations for one-dimensional flow. The coupling is achieved
through modifications to the energy m_d state equations, causing them to
reflect the contributive effects of each specie considered in the chemical
model. The complexity of this coupling is largely a matter of the sophisti-
cation used in defining the chemical model. The details of this method
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are described in the following paragraphs.
Basic Equations
Nonequilibrium flows may be described by a set of fluid flow equations:
the one-dimensional flow equations for mass, momentum, and energy conservation;
thermodynamic relationships in the form of the state equation and definition
of enthalpy; and a set of chemical rate expressions. Basing the analysis on
inviscid, one-dimensional flow along streamlines, the conservation equations
assume the following form:
(13)
&
(14)
The thermodynamic equations, represented by the equation of state and the
definition for enthalpy, must include the contributive effects of each chemical
specie. Equations (15) and (16) illustrate this point.
NI
/Vi
.z."-/
(16)
Finally, the chemical rate for the i'th specie is obtained from the following
expression:
(17)
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The subscript j applies to the particular species participating in the k
particular reactions. This equation is derived from basic kinetic theory
(References 13 and 2/+)and summarizes the effective influence of a particular
specie in the chemical reactions comprising the chemical model. The forward
and reverse reaction rate constants, Kfk and Kbk , in the chemical analysis
are related to one another through the chemical equilibrium constant by the
following relationship:
These are the basic equations to be solved in a nonequilibrium flow analysis,
and it is a simple matter to combine them into a form that will follow a
prescribed streamline path. Equations for the change in temperature with
distance using pressure and velocity as matching parameters are presented
below:
Pressure I_tch
dT
ds
Velocity I:_tch
Nf
dI
/vf
%=/
X:I
/vI
_'=/
(19a)
(19b)
The detailed derivations of these coupling equations are presented in
Reference 15. The remaining nonequilibriumdiscussion will be confined to
pressure match, since the inviscid portion of the nonequilibrium flow field
for RA/IB3 is based on that solution. In addition to the coupling equation
(19a), chemical rate equations and the momentum equation must be solved for
each integrated interval along the streamline path.
The first step in the nonequilibrium solution is the evaluation of the
chemical rate for each specie. This depends only on kno_n conditions at the
beginning of the integration interval. These rates, along _ith the local
slope of the matching parameter curve (dp/ds) , are sufficient to evaluate
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the coupling equation for dT/ds . The quantity dq/ds is obtained from the
momentum equation and the argument dp/ds . These three differential equa-
tions, after evaluation, are integrated over an interval of streamline path
to give temperature, velocity, and the chemical composition at some new dovaq-
stream point. The value of pressure at this new point is determined from the
matching par&meter curve. Density and streamtube area are obtained from the
equation of state aud the mass conservation equation, respectively. This
completes the calculation of a new downstream point, and the procedure is
repeated for each of the subsequent downstream points.
A special version of the calculation procedure is used to study nonequil-
ibrium chemistry effects in the boundary layer. This version simultaneously
matches pressure, velocity, and stre_mtube area along streamlines. In using
all three of these properties as matching parameters, it is no longer neces-
sa_- to integrate the coupled flow equation and the momentum equation, but
only the chem/cal rate equations. The procedure followed in the boundary
layer version consists of evaluating the chemical rate equations at a known
point and then integrating to find the chemistry at the new downstream point.
The pressure, velocity, and streamtube area at the new point are obtained
from tabulated values of the matching par_r_eter distribution. Density at the
new point is determined from the mass conservation equation and used in the
state equation to determine temperature. The cycle is then repeated for each
new integration interval.
NonequilibriumReactin_ Gas Program
The IBM 7090/7091 nonequilibrium computer program is described in detail
in Reference 15. It requires a complete knowledge of all of the fluid and
chemical properties at a starting point. This point generally is chosen
immediately downstream of the shock, assuming no dissociation of the free-
stream air but complete relaxation of the translational, rotational,
vibrational, and electronic modes of excitation. Coordinates of the stream-
line path and a description of the matching parameter along this path must be
specified as program input information, in addition to starting point proper-
ties. The differential equations are integrated with a fourth-order
Runge-Kutta scheme modified for a Gill-type correction (Reference 16).
The program has a built-in provision for altering integration step size.
Step size must be small in regions where the flow is near equilibrium, since
there is a tendency for the integration of the chemical rate equations to
become unstable. This is due to the extreme sensitivity of the rates to
slight changes in the local chemical composition. Conversely, if the program
is operating in a region of the flow field where the rates are insensitive to
changes in chemical composition (as in the case of frozen chemistry flow),
integration step size is increased to minimize program running time.
The results of this computer program compare very well with theoretical
results obtained by Vincenti (References 17 and 18) for nozzle flow in a
spark-heated facility.
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Thermodynamic Properties and Chemical Kinetics
The thermodynamic properties, enthalpy and specific heat at constant
pressure, are determined from statistical mechanics and results of experi-
mental spectroscopy, and are entered into the program in tabulated form as
a function of temperature. These properties are obtained from the high
temperature air properties program described in Reference 12. The basic
assumptions and method for solving the partition functions are discussed
thoroughly in References 3 and 12.
The chemical model used in the nonequilibrium reacting gas camputer
program (Reference 16) is depicted in Table 2 and consists of eleven
reactions involving the following twelve chemical species:
N2, N, 02, O, NO, NO+ , e-, NF, OF, N+, 0+, and A
In the computer program, the nitrogen dissociation reaction is listed as
two separate reactions; since two forms of the rate constant expression are
needed, depending on the third body participating in the reaction. Catalytic
efficiencies are presented in Table 2 for Reactions 1 through 3. The specie
argon (A) is used as a reference point for assigning values of catalytic
efficiency to each of the species in the chemical model. For example, in
Reaction 1 of Table 2, the species A, N, N+, NO, and NO+ all possess
catalytic efficiencies of one; whereas the species N2 and N2+ have cata-
lytic efficiencies of two, etc. Reactions 1 through 3 actually represent
a series of reactions, since the symbol M can represent any of the catalytic
species listed in the table exclusive of electrons. The catalytic effi-
ciencies allow this series of reactions to be grouped into a single reaction,
since they differ only in the sense that the rate constants are simple
multiples of one another. The basic reaction rate data used in the program
are obtained from References 19 and20.
Equilibrium constants for the reactions listed in Table 2 are obtained
from the difference in the free energies of products and reactants. The
theoretical considerations for determining equilibrium constants over the
desired temperature range are presented in Reference 3. Data for the
equilibrium constants employed in the nonequilibriumprogramalso are deter-
mined from the air properties program (Reference 12) and are entered into
the nonequilibrium program as tabulated data. It is difficult to obtain
closely spaced data for temperatures below 9000°R and still employ a linear
interpolation on temperature to determine intermediate values. This problem
is solved by using analytic expressions for the equilibrium constants below
9OO0°R. These relationships are presented in Table 3-
It is necessary to use the equilibrium constant to determine the opposing
rate constant, since Table 2 only presents either the forward or reverse
rate constants. The opposing rate constant is obtained from the equilibrium
relationship presented in Equation (18).
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Application to RAM B>
The streamlines located entirely within the inviscid flow field are
obtained in a single run of the nonequilibrium program; whereas, those enter-
ing the boundary layer are obtained in two steps. The inviscid portion of
the streamline is determined by the pressure-matching version up to the
point where the streamline enters the boundary layer; at this point, new
initial conditions are defined; and the remainder of the flow field is
evaluated with the boundary layer version of the program.
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The final nonequilibrium results are displayed in two plots for each
normal location for each case. The first plot shows the variation of electron
density, temperature, pressure, and streamline locations as a function of
distance outward along the normal from the body surface. The second type of
plot shows the variation of chemical species concentration along normals.
The variations of electron density, pressure, temperature, and chemical
species concentration have been faired between computed points to provide
smooth property variations. Streamline locations are indicated by short lines
at the top of the first plot for each normal. The neutral species are plotted
as mole fraction (Xi) versus normal distance, and the ions are plotted as
the log of the mole fraction versus normal distance, since they are present
in very small quantities. In the data plots, all ion concentrations greater
than lO-6 mole fraction are considered to be of significance. This value
generally occurs near the same point where the electron density decreases to
lO° particles/cc and was selected as a reasonable minimum value for data
presentation.
For all cases, computations were made along at least eight streamlines
through the flow field; however, fewer streamlines appear on the forward
body normals since some streamlines cross the shock downstream of the inter-
section of the normal and the shock. Data are presented along nine normals
originating at the body locations shown in Figure 2 (repeated here for
convenience).
The shock layer thickness is clearly indicated on each normal plot by a
dashed line. The data curves originate at the body and continue completely
through the viscous and inviscid regions of the shock layer, terminating at
the shock. For all cases, it is assumed that the wall is at a temperature
of 700°K and that the local wall flow velocity is zero, consistentwith the
assumptions of classical boundary layer theory. Under these conditions, the
wall is always at a condition of chemical equilibrium, no dissociation or
ionization is present, and the chemical composition corresponds to that of
undissociated equilibrium air at the local pressure and temperature. At the
shock, the air is initially undissociated and at a temperature corresponding
to that of a mixture of gases of the same composition as free stream. The
enthalpy and density levels at the shock are compatible with an iterative
solution of the real gas shock equations. These conditions at the wall and
shock were used to establish the end points of the data plots. Between the
body and shock, the local properties are dependent on the fluid dynamic
conditions and the time history of the chemical reactions which occur along
each streamline.
The data plots are presented by case number and normal number. The
complete data for each case (nine consecutive normals) are presented in
ascending sequence, beginning with Normal 1 of Case 1 and terminating with
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Axial Coordinate Axial
Normal from Stagnation Point Coordinate
Number X/D Z, ft
i 0.0 1.000
2 .]4750 1.098
3 .32600 1.217
4 .60000 1.400
5 1.20000 1.800
6 2.25000 2.500
7 3.40000 3.267
s 4.5oooo 4.ooo
9 6.10000 5.064
Note: The axial coordinate from the stagnation point, X , is
equal to (Z-l).
Figure 2. Geometry and Coordinate System for RAM B3 Vehicle
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D
Normal 9 of Case IA. These data are presented in Figures 25a through 38i.
A complete list of the flight conditions for each case is presented in
Table 1.
The data show several interesting features. Case l, which is at the
lowest velocity and a_itude of the flight conditions analyzed, shows very
little dissociation or ionization. As velocity is increased along the
trajectory from Case 1 to Case 7, reaction rates increase greatly due to
their exponential dependence on temperature, which increases rapidly as
velocity is increased along the lower portion of the trajectory. Reaction
rates are also affected by pressure; however, the pressure does not change
greatly from Case 1 to Case 7 because the altitude increases as velocity
increases, resulting in the Case 7 pressures being only slightly lower than
those of Case 1. On the other hand, the temperature increases by roughly
a factor of two along the same portion of the trajectory. For Cases 1 through
7, the viscous layer is relatively thin; and high gradients in thermodynamic
and chemical properties are present near the surface. For Cases 8 through 34,
however, velocity is nearly constant; and altitude is greatly increased,
resulting in a much thicker viscous region, and consequently, lower property
gradients near the surface.
The finite reaction rates result in local electron concentrations which
can be either greater or less than the corresponding local equilibrium values,
depending on the chemical history of the streamtube. This is noticeable in
the present study, due to the wide variation in reaction rates created by the
analysis of several flight conditions along a trajectory which encompasses a
wide range of altitudes and velocities. A comparison was made of the computed
nonequilibriumpeak electron densities with the inviscid stagnation point peak
electron densities obtained from Reference 21. This comparison is presented
in Figure 39. The peak electron density for Normal l, which is the stagnation
streamline, agrees well with the equilibriumvalue except at the two extreme
ends of the trajectory. At the low velocity and high altitude ends of the
trajectory, the dissociation and ionization reactions proceed so slowly that
insufficient time is available for the electron concentration to build up to
the equilibrium value before the boundary layer is reached.
D
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Complete shock layer flow fields have been computed for a series of
fourteen flight conditions, taking into account the effect of finite rate
chemical reactions on the distribution of flow field properties using a
one-dimensional streamtube approach.
The maximnm electron concentration computed during the study was lOl_
particles per cubic centimeter and occurred in the stagnation region for
Case 7, at an altitude of 163,868 ft and a flight velocity of 18,15A ft/sec.
This flight condition represented the highest velocity attained along the
trajectory. At lower velocities, the maximum electron density decreases
sharply. The effect of increasing altitude at a nearly constant velocity
is to decrease gradually the maximum electron density. The effect of the
boundary layer was to reduce the maximum electron concentration due to non-
equilibrium flow conditions.
It is recon_ended that complete equilibrium flow field data, including
chemical composition, be calculated to aid in evaluating the extent of the
nonequilibrium effects and to serve as a standard for comparison. In the
present study, the departure from chemical equilibrium appeared quite pro-
nounced in some cases; and the assumption of chemical equilibrium could
lead to large errors in chemical composition and electron concentration.
A program should be undertaken to determine the effects of diffusion on the
distribution of chemical species throughout the flow field. In the present
analysis, diffusion effects were neglected in the application of a one-
dimensional streamtube calculation method.
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a
A
%
g
h
H
J
J
KEQ
Kf
M
n
N1
N2
P
q
r
L
R
C
R s
NOMENCLATURE
Definition
Speed of sound
Streamtube area
Specific heat at constant pressure
Gravitational constant
Static enthalpy
Total enthalpy
Dimensional flow indicator
0 - two-dimensionali - axisymmetric
Mechanical equivalent of heat
Backward chemical rate constant
Chemical equilibrium constant
Forward chemical rate constant
Mach number
Intrinsic normal coordinate; chemical specie mole-to-mass
ratio; distance outward along body normal
Total number of chemical species
Total number of chemical reactions
Pressure
Total velocity
Radial body coordinate
Universal gas constant
Radius of curvature
Shock radius
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S
t
T
U
U
V
V
W
X
J
X
Z
oL
J
z_n
o
/-
g
Definition
Enthalpy function; entropy; streamline intrinsic
coordinate; distance along body surface from
stagnation point
Time
Temperature
Longitudinal velocity component
Transformed longitudinal velocity component
Normal velocity component
Transformed normal velocity component; volume
Chemical specie molecular weight
Chemical mole fraction
Axial distance downstream from stagnation point
Compressibility factor, altitude, axial coordinate
Forward stoichiometric coefficient
Backward stoichiometric coefficient
Specific heat-ratio
Effective specific heat ratio
Boundary layer thickness
Shock standoff distance
Boundary layer displacement thickness
Streamtube width
Boundary layer momentum thickness; flow angle
Mach angle
Density
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Subscripts
Symbol
e
o
i
k
W
i
2
D_" ,_," ti,on
Free-stream conditions
Edge of boundary l_yer
Stagnation conditions
Subscript denoting species
Subscript denoting reactions
Maximum value
Wall or body conditions
Outboard streamline designation
Inboard streamline designation
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